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refractions  of love

 
refractions of love

1. 
dear masha: i am sorry i don’t text you back
as often as i should, 
        or as quickly.
 
        sometimes i do not know 
        if i like you very much.
    
but if you asked, i’d let you live with me. 
i’d make you tea in the morning 
and wash your clothes with mine. 

        lay them out on the drying rack,
        stir sugar into the black
        the way you like it. 

i will be there
while you howl, 
        and for a while afterwards. 

2.
the boys masha chooses
are not good at love. they are jagged
in all the wrong ways

and they cut her
        into ribbons of flesh,
        little bits of masha waving in the wind.

i learn the boys’ names, and utter them
like curses. 
        i salt the floor for masha,
        kiss the soft of her forehead.
for my sister, 
        i pour the names out like wine. 
        i scatter them like ash.

3.
ross gay: the more things you love,
        the happier you’ll be.



when i was thirteen i decided to live
for the tender edges of things, 
for the love that lurks
        in the outline of branches
        against the sky

        for skim milk clouds,
        wild violets pressed into lemon cake,
        and icicles. 

4. 
dear john: when i see you for the last time,
you are dancing to a song
        i cannot hear. 
        your headphones slick to your ears.

        i watch your eyelids agitate, jagged as if
                in sleep
        i watch your swaying brittle bones. 

        it is a quiet morning
and the light is biting my eyes. 

5.
i have a friend who blesses me daily.

        may your sleep be long and uninterrupted,
        may your showers be warm,
        may your head be full of poems. 

we address each other like lovers:
        “dearest so-and-so” she says
        “lovely such-and-such” i say

it is a giving sort of love. 

6. 
dear john: we are not used to being up so early, split
        a beer and half a pack 
        of marlboros call it breakfast.

you are dancing to a song
i cannot hear. the light hot
against my eyes. 

        dizzy in the heat 
        i bite my lip to keep 
        from falling asleep. 

7.
i am talking to my friend
and she says

        yes, there are some people
        who could just destroy me. 



        you know, i have to trust 
        that they won’t.

8.
frank o’hara: some days i remember
to love ella harrigan.

9. 
after i move away, i visit masha
and sleep on a mattress next to her bed. 

the night before i leave, we smoke out her window
resting our heads on each other as if
        the weight of our bodies is too much
        to carry alone. 

we do not sleep, we hold each other
in the dark, and i stroke her hair,
        unknotting it,
        smoothing it down her back. 

10.
love is a loan with interest
        one day you’ll be dead
        or divorced 
        or snot-nosed in a cabin two summers later, 
                sweat dripping down your arm
and onto the floor. you monologue
into the voicemail, wedging sentences in between
hot little gasps. he will not respond 

and you do not know if he changed
his number, or if he listened 
and just didn’t know what to say. 

11. 
it is raining and i am dancing
in my white shirt and the rain
        is melting down my arms
        in silver drops. 

        music is playing from speakers and i sing along, rain falling
                into my open mouth. 

12.
masha is the one who calls me to tell me 
what happened to him

        i hadn’t seen him in almost a year
        it felt longer than that
        but it was only

he had taken a burden his body
couldn’t bear, handcuffed
to a hospital bed somewhere
far away from here. 



when i find out
        i cry out, cradle my body
        in my hands. my mouth red
        and open.

13. 
[

]

14. 
it’s summertime and the living 
is easy. i watch him dance, roll the quiet
under my tongue like a caramel candy.

he’s bathed in light. laughing,
the song ends and he walks over, kisses me
softly. wait,

no, 
        that’s not right. i have stumbled 
        into the wrong story

15. 
my father is more observant than any artist
i have ever met. we go on walks
and he points things out to me.

        the rot of a bruised peach next
        to the road. the way a shadow 
        curls up on the edge of our porch. 
        the squirrels my dog hasn’t noticed,
        perched on the bird feeder, 
        nibbling sunflower seeds.

i try my best to do what he does. to fall in love 
with the world in the spaces between its breaths. 

16. 
when i see john for the last time, 
i watch him close his eyes, sway 
his brittle bones. 

        it is a quiet morning, his white shirt catching
the light as it falls.
    


